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Contents of this edition

Summer 2021
In the light of ringing resuming after such a long time, it would a good time to share the article "When did you last do it", on
tower maintenance, written by A.G.Semken 2012, 2013.

Contributions on how towers and individuals had used Ringingroom.com (or Ding, Discord, etc), whilst ringing was not
allowed were invited and those that were received have been included.
We also have the last three months results of the 100 Club draw - if you are not in this, it is an easy way to raise money for
the BRF, setting up a standing order for £12 per year for each number you have.
If you use Amazon, why not go to smile.amazon.co.uk instead if you want to support Carlisle Diocesan Guild Of Church
Bellringers Bell Restoration Fund. All you have to do is enter "smile.amazon.co.uk" in your browser address bar and enter 'Carlisle
Diocesan Guild Of Church Bellringers Bell Restoration Fund' as the charity you want to support, Shop & place your order.
Amazon donates over £9m to UK charities.
So I invited the insurance broker to ring the
tenor to doubles. I mean he was always said
he had good cover

Contacts: Editor - chrisdecordova@gmail,com
Guild Secretary - ghsewell@btinternet.com
Guild website (new!!) - carlisle-dgcbr.org.uk
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WHEN DID YOU LAST DO IT?
If you have any doubts, seek guidance from your Local Guild/Association Officers in the first instance.
1. Check Your Ropes.
Generally speaking ropes do not break if they are inspected at, say two monthly intervals, and changed when wear is first detected. Once a
rope breaks the end rapidly frays and this causes considerable damage and loss of what otherwise may be good rope. There should be no
need to bind ropes with self-adhesive PVC (insulating) tape. Much better is to use waxed whipping twine - available from any good
chandler. Ropes should be moved up a bit in the spring and lowered in the autumn - this will spread the wear and extend its life. They can
also be moved to different bells to spread wear.
2. Check Your Wheels.
All wheel bolts should be tight and the wheel rigid on its headstock. They should run true - buckled wheels are often the cause the rope
slipping the wheel. Wooden headstocks are often fitted with wheel stays (metal rods) and these should be fitted tightly to wheel and
headstock. Look for signs of wood boring insect infestation and if detected bring to the attention of your PCC and church architect.
3. Check Your Stays.
Stays should be bolted up tight to the headstock and they should not foul either the bellframe or the slider track - this is especially
important if you have Hastings stays. Inspect stays carefully - any sign of cracks or splits in the wood is a sign of weakness which will lead
to failure. Only replace a broken stay with a new one made in Ash. There is no excuse for weird and wonderful shaped ""lumps"" on the
end of a stay used to adjust the set of a bell. If there is a problem with how a bell sets the length of the slider track should be adjusted using
suitably sized wooden blocks to achieve the objective.
4. Check Your Bolts.
All frame, headstock and wheel bolts should be checked for tightness at least on an annual basis. When tightening up old bolts ensure that
the nut has not ""bottomed"" on the thread. If it has, remove the nut, fit a thick washer and then retighten the nut. Only ever use a
spanner that fits snugly on the nut - in this way you will reduce the risk of injuring yourself or damaging the nut.
5. Check Your Bearings.
Plains - For preference these should be lubricated with castor oil. If you change to a mineral oil from a vegetable oil or visa versa the
bearing must be thoroughly cleaned out first. Plain bearings need not be2 the curse they are often made out to be but they do require

regular maintenance - such as oiling at two week intervals with only one or two drops of oil. Pouring in vast quantities of oil is a waste of
time as it all just runs out again making a dreadful mess over the frame and belfry floor thus becoming a dust and grit trap.
Balls - these are best left alone. Over greasing can cause considerable damage to the seals and in some cases bearings stuffed full of grease
have rendered the bell virtually unringable. At periods of about forty years the bearing should be removed, cleaned, inspected for signs of
damage, repacked with a suitable grade of clean grease and replaced. N.B. These jobs are beyond the scope of most DIY belfry
maintenance.
6. Check Your Ironwork.
At the first signs of rusting on any metalwork, steps should be taken to correct this by removing the rust and painting with suitable paints.
Different primers are required for steel and cast iron. Even on wooden frames all the bolts should be painted and this includes the tie
bolts. If you are fortunate enough to have stainless fittings on your frame then painting of these is unnecessary. Galvanised fittings should
not require painting in the early years of their life - say for forty years!
7. Check Your Frame.
Frames should be inspected on an annual basis and any problems identified, such as movement, corrected as soon as possible. On wooden
frames signs of wood boring insect infestation should be reported to your PCC and / or architect. Holes of about 3mm. diameter must be
taken seriously as this could be death watch beetle. For metal frames signs of rusting should be rectified before the problem becomes
serious.
8. Check Your Nuts.
All nuts must be kept tight. This includes frame fittings and bearing bed plates, all headstock fittings and clappers and all wheel fittings.
The nuts on the coach bolts that hold the two halves of the wheel together (at the Meeting Spokes) are particularly prone to working loose.
Nuts should only ever be tightened with correctly fitting spanners or sockets - this is for your own safety as well as to avoid damaging the
nuts.
9. Check Your Clappers.
Clappers should have very little sideways movement when held against the bell - up to about 10mm. is acceptable. If excessive movement
is detected check that the whole clapper assembly is not turning in the bell and tighten the crown staple nut if necessary. If the clapper is
tight in the bell then it is probably time to consider re-bushing the clapper pivot. On the modern ""independent"" style of clapper staple
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the pivot should be greased occasionally unless fitted with a ""Teflon"" or ""nylon"" bush. Older type clappers with the baldrick style of
fitting will probably have more sideways movement but even these can be improved by fitting new leathers and replacing any hardwood
fittings.
10. Check Your Pulleys.
All frame pulleys as well as any others should spin freely and quietly. Any rumbling from a pulley is indicative of dry bearings. In the case
of many bells which do not ""go"" well the real problem is the pulley - a little maintenance and lubrication often makes a dramatic
difference and is simply accomplished.
11. Check Your Rope Holes.
Where ropes pass through a floor/ceiling it is preferable that the rope passes through a hard wood or metal boss. Such bosses reduce
friction thus making the bells easier to ring well and they also extend the life of the ropes. At any location where a rope is cutting a grove
in, say, a floor board this should be rectified as a matter of urgency. Investigate why the rope is so out of line that this is occurring - is it
threaded through correctly? Is there a problem elsewhere which is the route cause of the problem?
12. Check Your Ringing Room.
Is your ringing room clean and tidy? Are there old ropes piled in a corner which could constitute a trip hazard? A piled up broken rope is
of no use to any body – either repair it so that it is available for instant use when required or consider getting rid of it! Can the ropes be
locked up out of the way and/or can the ringing room be securely locked? - this is a matter of safety. Are all electrical fittings in good
working order including the emergency lighting system? If you have an upstairs ringing room the stairway is probably your only means of
getting out in an emergency. Are the stairs clear of rubbish (with no old brooms hidden behind the tower door), well lit, and easy to use?
A ringing room should not be used as a repository of unwanted ""Church junk"". It should be a place where you would be proud to take a
non ringer saying that ""this is the room from which the bells are rung"" - clean tidy and comfortable.
13. Check Your Belfry.
Is your belfry clean and tidy? Is the netting in place to prevent the ingress of birds in good condition and effective? Rectify as appropriate.
Ideally a belfry should be swept out on an annual basis - that way it never becomes especially bad thus making the task unpleasant.
Remember that the dust from bird droppings can be harmful. A good standard of lighting in the belfry is highly desirable and will make
the various tasks that have to be performed there much easier.
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14. Check Your Chiming and Clock Hammers.
No hammers should actually rest on the bell. For clock hammers there should be spring to hold it clear of the bell. Ensure that all
hammers can be lifted (or dropped) clear of the bells so that they can be rung. A hammer that fouls a bell or a wheel can cause very
extensive and hence expensive damage. Is the means of lifting hammers clear in the ringing room clearly marked and easy to use? A
system that involves winding a piece of rope round a coat hook in the hope that the hammer is lifted clear cannot be considered as
satisfactory.
15. Check Your Garters
The garter hole is the hole in the sole of the wheel through which the rope passes. This is the point of maximum wear so it is worth paying
close attention to the condition they are in. There should be no roughness at any point where the rope makes contact and any points
where the rope has to change direction should be to a smooth radius. Any sharp bends are highly undesirable. Smoothing can generally be
achieved by the use of abrasive paper.
16. Check Your Sliders
The slider track should be free of grit, bird droppings, dirt, oil and grease. The slider should move freely within the limits of the slider
track and it must fit securely on it's pivot. Modern installations have some means installed to prevent the slider from jumping off the pivot
and wherever possible older installations without this feature should be suitably modified to incorporate it - normally a fairly simple task.
The wood of a slider should have no evidence of cracks or splits.
17. Check Your Roof.
Any leaks in the tower roof will allow water to fall on to the bells and frame. This is highly undesirable as the corrosion of ironwork and
the rotting of wood work is accelerated. If leaks are detected the matter must be reported to your PCC as a matter of urgency.
18. Check Your Gudgeons.
Gudgeons must be tight within their mounting. Both bolted and hot riveted gudgeons can become loose and early evidence of this will be
the cracking of paint around the fixing point especially on the inside face of the headstock or gudgeon plate. Evidence of rusting or “cocoa
powder” is a clear indicator of a loose gudgeon. The nut on a bolted gudgeon can just be tightened. A loose hot riveted one is a more
difficult matter and the bell-hanger should be consulted. Note - even the slightest slackness will lead to premature failure and potential
damage to wheel and bell.
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19. Check Your Rumbles.
Occasionally and with assistance of other members of your band silence all the bells in turn and whilst standing in a safe position have an
assistant ring each one up in turn. Apart from a slight noise of the rope stretching through the garter hole and running over the roller
(pulley) and, when the bell is up, a light tap as the stay engages with the slider any other knocking or rumbling should be investigated.
Things to look for include bell loose or wheel loose on headstock, bearings in poor condition, bearing bedplates loose, roller bearings in
poor condition etc.
20. Check Your Lights.
All lighting should be fully functioning with any failed bulbs replaced at the earliest opportunity. Emergency lighting in the ringing room
and on the exit route down stairs and/or through the church should be tested on a regular (monthly) basis and a record kept of the test.
21. Check your Go.
If you or a member of the band comments on the “go” of a bell, especially if it is one that they are use to ringing, investigate the matter as
it could be an early warning of something serious manifesting itself. Remember that bells are mechanical systems and although very rare
failures can occur.
©A.G.Semken 2012, 2013
ROPE RATTLE REDUCTION
Barrow has a super ring of 8 bells restored just 7 years ago, and have received numerous compliments from visiting ringers.
The only fly in the ointment was occasional comments about how the rope noise was just a bit excessive and took the edge
off the enjoyment of the sound of the bells.
Alan Jones and I took advantage of the hiatus in ringing to fit solid metal rope bosses to the ceiling and insert a sound
insulating rubber layer between rope bosses and wooden ceiling. The result has been a bit of a triumph in my view, because
the noise has noticeably reduced to a fraction of the previous level, and the improvement was evident at our first practice
since lockdown on 21st July.
So now everyone can hear and enjoy the bells inside the ringing room with less distraction from the ropes.
Andy Pollock
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Tower News
Thursby.
While the coronovirus pandemic has caused the UK to stand still for 18 months, the same cannot be said of Thursby bell ringers! Far from
it! The ringers have kept busy and got to grips with Ringing Room and Zoom to increase their repertoire of methods. Turnout for our
Tuesday night practice continues to be good with usually between seven and nine ringers present. How important these practices became
to keep the team focused, prevent isolation and providing that all too important time to get together and give mutual support especially at
times when we were unable to physically meet up with anyone!
IT issues were inevitable at the start but we soon overcame these. At first we found it challenging just to ring rounds. But with the
continued support of Andrew, Hilary and Christine (and Wheatley of course!), who bring their ringing expertise to the group, for which
we are thankful, we progressed well to call changes and then method ringing. We now regularly ring Bob Doubles and Bob Minor,
Grandsire Doubles, Little Bob, April Day, Reverse Canterbury, St Simon's, St Martin's, Winchendon Place and Stedman Doubles. We also
spend time improving our "striking" and practicing the "silent 13th", which has helped us keep right in Bob Minor, where it is difficult to
check our places without the benefit of rope sight or even shouting from across the tower.....thank you to Robin who makes us ring by ear
to improve these skills! In February we bit the bullet and successfully rang a quarter peal of Bob Doubles. This would only be possible with
Ringing Room due to ringers in different parts of the country separated by 150miles!
With the easing of lockdown Sunday ringing currently takes place on three bells and we look forward to having all six bells ringing.
However, we are aware that although we have learned a lot of methods in Ringing Room, putting this into practice on actual bells will
present another new challenge. Some of the team have not handled a bell for the duration of the pandemic and those that have, will not
have had the opportunity to do method ringing. Some ringers have also not been able to join Ringing Room. However, we know there will
be a period of adjustment, and, as we have the knowledge in our heads, this must benefit us when the time comes

that we can put it into practice with a full complement of ringers; it will also assist in bringing on those ringers who did not have the
Angela Branch
opportunity to access Ringing Room.
Tower Captain, welcoming a visiting (non-ringer) to a tower: "Come on in and we'll show
you the ropes."
Visitor: " Is the height of the note directly proportional to the length of the rope?"
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RINGING RESUMES (at BARROW)
Our first practice at Barrow in over 1 6 months was a great success. Two days after restrictions were eased on 1 9th
July, Barrow had a practice with a multitude of mitigating measures.
Despite success with the simulator during first relaxation in restrictions allowing us to have 3 practice stations
independently allowing 3 people to ring anything from rounds to surprise royal or more, ringing with perfect virtual
ringers does not have that ‘je ne sais quoi’. So it was fantastic to meet up again with all our familiar faces (behind
masks!) for the first time in over a year. We managed Grandsire, Plain Bob, Little Bob, Bastow, Stedman and St Clements.
There was that buzz in the tower, an eagerness to learn and courage to ring after a long break, and a chance to rekindle
and enjoy those in-person friendships that had been interrupted by covid lockdown. What a fantastic success to start,
and the following week we had our first Target Practice, with at least 1 2 ringers, and rang rounds & call changes, Plain
Bob minor, major, Grandsire triples, Little Bob Major, Stedman Triples, and Cambridge minor…. Challenging after a long
break but successful, rewarding and a lot of fun! Please note however that we are taking a brief summer break due to
holidays, and our next practice is Wednesday 25th August.

Andrew Pollock

Workington.
On Monday 19 July, St Michael‘s band met for its first practice in 16 months. Six very keen ringers including our very own honorary band
member, Andrew Moncrieff eagerly set about making the tower a safe and enjoyable place to ring. With the door and window open, hand
sanitiser in use and by agreement, mask wearing when ringing, unless exempt, we set about ringing the front six bells and the back six, as
required.Having rang at services for 15 minutes and then 30 minutes, we were very nicely placed to pace ourselves and ring for over an
hour, moving around and ringing different bells.
For all of us, it was an opportunity to revisit the core skills of listening, leading, holding up, changing speeds and teamwork. And while
there were things forgotten or half remembered, it was great to be back in the tower and feel the bells responding. So far, we‘ve rung
rounds, call changes and simple odd bell methods including plain hunting, plain Bob, Grandsire and Reverse Canterbury. With increased
confidence and a stronger band, Stedman Doubles rang out. As more band members return to ringing, our skill levels and repertoire will
increase and this will feed through into service ringing.

M Miller
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Hensingham
When we were first warned of lockdown, we prepared the bells for ringing with the Ellecombe apparatus by lashing the wheels to
prevent them rocking. It enabled us to ring for all the major church festivals. We were also able to ring hymns weekly, within the
rules, combining ringing with other designated duties within the church and we received several messages from the local community
in appreciation, especially when we rang for Remembrance Day.
We also joined the international celebrations for the bi-centennial of the invention of the Ellecombe in June this year, where chiming
systems around the world rang out at 1 2.00 noon, local time, starting in New Zealand and culminating in Canada. We rang
Westminster chimes followed by a 20 minutes selection of songs and hymns.
We joined with Egremont ringers in their Ringing Room meetings and it has been a great way of maintaining friendships and
developing methods for some. One of our ringers now counts their place, but is
working out how to put this into practice in the tower.
When churches reopened we continued to ring the Ellecombe for service. No-one
accepted our offer to share the chiming duties so we continued throughout. We have
now unstrapped the wheels and checked each bell and louvres for bird activity and
normal Sunday service ringing has resumed with the windows and door open,
masks on and air circulated by our dehumidifier. We also rang for our first wedding
of the year with six of our own ringers. We have another wedding booked at the
beginning of September.
Points of interest:
All our tail ends were dry and flexible for use even though our ringing room is
damp. We wrap them together in fours and drop them in bin bags which we then
close with wire ties.
Tower bell ringing can be a good therapy for a shoulder rotator cuff injury, along
with other exercises.
The previous church in Hensingham
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Gordon and Soo Gray.
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The fishmonger was no good at dodging.
He just likes plaices

Appleby
The ringers have rung 'in concert' for two recent weddings, and have new ropes,
(which apparently do not have polypropylene tops, as they expect them to be
springy) to go on, when they have got their handling back on form. Nick is planning
on taking everyone back to basics as if they had never rung a bell before and
re-teaching them all. The tower has been spring-cleaned, as well!!!
Nick Harrop

Moresby
The Moresby ringing sessions on a Tuesday, using ringing room, are challenging, interesting and enjoyable. Most of the time
we do get six of us but not always. We nearly always have Inge from Edinburgh, and sometimes Judith from Dunblane.
Edmund Wratten, (from somewhere in the London area) who is an excellent bell ringer, is there every time and runs the
practice, planning what we ring. He will take two bells, as well as Chris, if needed, and so we do have a good session,
however many turn up.
We have three established ringers and four of us are newish to bell ringing. Ed after taking two bells manages to conduct us
as well, somehow keeping everyone right, telling them which bell to ring over and in which place that is, several people at
the same time, if needed! He does talk in 'bell-speak' but most of us now know what he is talking about, most of the time.
He is also very good at making sure all of us are involved and stretched beyond the levels of our abilities.
We do various methods: we do Doubles, Minor and Triples, with Bobs and Singles, to keep us on our toes. Ed is good at
correcting us when the Bob or Single doesn‘t quite go correctly. The session is meant to last for one and a half hours but will
finish early if we have been over-worked during the session! The evening is conducted as a practice session so there is no
pressure if it does go a bit wrong, but most of the time we do get a lot of good bell ringing that challenges all of us. We all
enjoy the evening and come back each week for more. Thing will be a little bit different when we do start ringing in the
tower again.
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Bampton
During lockdown, as a means of
'entertainment' and to further our learning, we
were meeting online once a week to ring bells
in our ‘virtual’ Bampton Ringing Room.
We
found the ringing room to be an excellent tool
for learning and understanding methods,
listening and counting place skills, great fun
and a wonderful way to keep in touch.
Depending on availability, we would have
between 6 and 10 ‘virtual’ ringers each week
along with additional ‘virtual’ visiting ringers
who joined us from time to time.
Prior to the lockdown our level of ringing was a
mixture of Call Changes, Plaint Hunt, Plain Bob
Doubles. Ringing Room enabled us to move
on to ringing Stedman Doubles and Triples,
Little Bob Minor, Plain Bob Major along with
many other methods. We also managed to get
4 QPs on BellBoard: 3 QPs in 2020 and 1 QP in
2021 rung to celebrate the 125th anniversary of
the first female to ring a tower bell peal !
Currently attempting to set up a Triples QP.

Bampton and friends had a social gathering earlier in the summer to build a sense of
the team coming back to ringing, and it is when we had the striking competition
trophy presented to us.

Currently we are in the throws of a gradual return to bell ringing. It has been a difficult time for everyone and a
few of our ringers are not in a position to return immediately but we have enough ringers to cover on a reduced
number of bells for Sunday Service ringing and looking forward to getting back on real bells.

Bridget Kelly
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The Second Virtual Striking competition.
Bampton ringers were delighted to win the Virtual Striking
Competition in 2020 and to our surprise and absolute
delight, we won again in 2021.
We arranged a get together recently of ringers and friends, in
the gardens of a local tea room, when we had the striking
competition trophy presented to us.
The Trophy, created by Ron East, is on show in our real
ringing room and we are extremely proud of what we have
all accomplished.
It is intended that the virtual striking competition, using
Ringingroom.com and Zoom, will continue to be held in the
near future, running alongside the traditional one, when that
resumes.
'Ringing Recovery and the Future' planning
The Guild asked members to complete a survey in late spring 2021 to find out more about what our members are
thinking and feeling about ringing, so that we can make the right decisions going forward to support bellringing in
the Carlisle Diocesan Guild. A total of 86 people completed the survey. Most respondents found that the Guild
provided value to some extent. That said, there were some clear recommendations for action which will be
considered by the Guild committee in the September meeting. Thank you to everyone who took part.
Julia Cater
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Name the
ringers,
going for
the last ring
And name
the tower!!

And a group of
casual tower grabbers,
waiting outside

Mini Quiz
What is Churchyard Bob?
Where are the 'ladies of the vale'?
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The Bell Ringers 50/50 Club,
raising funds for the Guild Bell Restoration Fund
The new year for the Bell Ringers 50/50 Club started on 1 st May 2021 and we have
103 member numbers, which is great, considering the difficulties of the past year.
Thank you to everyone who contributes, especially those who choose to have more
than one number. I have been able to keep the prizes at the same level this year
(£25, £15 and £10 each month) and there will be a small bonus prize in April 2022.
Three months' draws were done at the Cathedral practice on Tues 20 th July.
Anne East
July
May
June
£25 Amanda Rodger
£25 Hilary Chadwick
£25 Tony Ruberry
£15 Tony Ruberry
£15 Sue Smith
£15 Anne East
£10 David Horne
£10 Christine Robinson
£10 Ian Ellison

Two ringers, let's call them Bill and Ted, were discussing whether there would be bellringing in heaven. They agreed
that whoever died first would make the effort to come back to tell the other.
Well, sadly Bill passed away and a week after his funeral, Ted woke in the early morning to see Bill standing at the
end of the bed. Ted, of course, immediately asked if there was ringing in heaven. Bill replied "Well, there is good
news and bad news. The good news is that there is lots of ringing in heaven. The bad news is that your name is down
to ring a quarter peal on Saturday!
Jayden Milby, a young member of the CDGCBR at Barrow, called a quarter
peal of Plain Bob Major in memory of Tom Metcalfe at St Cuthbert’s,
Kirkby-in-Furness (one of Tom’s churches he was tower captain).
It was also a quarter peal for Jayden’s recent birthday, he was the youngest
in the band, it was his first quarter of Major (and first conducting major of
course).
16

QUARTER PEAL IN MEMORY OF TOM METCALFE
A quarter peal of Plain Bob Triples was also rung in memory
of TomMetcalfe before the patronal festival service at St
James, Barrow, on 25th July.
https://bb.ringingworld.co.uk/view.php?id=1454175

Looking forward to Ringers' teas again?
Gordon Gray offers:

Four people were ringing the back four bells of an eight.
Their sallies were coloured grey, white, green and black,
though not necessarily in that order.
Their names were Gray, Whyte, Greene and Black,
though not necessarily in that order.
They were capable of ringing up to Rounds, Grandsire,
Stedman and Surprise, though not necessarily in that
order
None rings a bell with the sally the same colour as their
name.

Overnight Tea loaf
Mix together:
1½ cup dried fruit
1 cup Earl Grey tea
Soak overnight

Mix together:
1¾ cups SR flour
½ cup of sugar
1 tsp cinnamon, mixed spice
(add ginger powder if you wish)
1 Tbsp of marmalade

They do not ring bells with sallies reciprocal in colour to
their names. (eg if Gray rings the white-sallied bell,
Whyte does not ring the grey one) Gray rings the black
sallied bell.

Stir together with wet ingredients
Spoon into lined loaf tin and level off
Preheat oven to 160°C or Gas 3
Cook for up to 1¼ hours

Black does not want to learn to ring changes.

Check after 1 hour with skewer.
Greene and the surprise ringer stand next to each other.
The wealthiest ringer rings the bell with the green sally
and is not a member of the Yorks Association.
The colour of the Stedman ringer's sally is the name of
the rounds ringer.

Heritage Open Day
On Saturday 18 September
Workington have a tower open day
from 14.00 to 16.00 as part of the
Heritage Open Day scheme.
Anyone else?

The ringer of the treble does not ring Cambridge.
What is the name of the surprise ringer and which bell
does he ring?
What method were they ringing?
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Quasimodo, the Hunchback of Notre Dame
Not only did Quasimodo live in the Cathedral Notre Dame, he was responsible for
ringing the big tower bell on the hour. Clearly, he had a special technique,
because no one else could produce bell tones so pure, so beautiful as could
Quasimodo. This unique skill provided job security for over forty years.
By the end of this time, the City Fathers of Paris became worried about
Quasimodos advancing age and they became even more worried about doing
without the wonderful sound from Quasimodos bell. Pressure was exerted, and
Quasimodo was induced to take on an apprentice and teach him everything he
knew.
With his misshapen head and face smiling down on his new apprentice,
Quasimodo said that there was a very special technique he used to produce his
bell tones. Mostly, it was a matter of timing and he should watch carefully. The
two went up into the bell tower, and upon the hour, Quasimodo pulled the rope
that moved the giant bell hanging from the ceiling. Then, with perfect timing,
Quasimodo thrust his head between the bell clapper and the side of the bell.
Modulated by his head between the clapper and bell, the note was very beautiful.
That was Quasimodos secret.
Having heard the marvelous effect, the apprentice felt that he was ready to try to ring the bell on the next hour. Quasimodo was
skeptical, but reluctantly agreed to the trial. Exactly on the hour, the apprentice gave a great pull on the bell rope, then jumped to place
his head between clapper and bell. He almost got it right, but his head was turned ninety degrees in the wrong direction and the clapper
hit him squarely in the face.
It killed him, of course. But, the bell did sound a note. Not only did the bell ring true, but the sound was beautiful. Not only was it
beautiful, it was exquisite. Time stood still for a moment. People all over Paris stopped what they were doing, awed by the sound coming
from the Cathedral. Quasimodo was good, but never before had such a magnificent sound graced their ears.
The EMS people were called to treat the poor fellow, but it was too late. They could only haul the body away in the ambulance. "Who is
this guy?" asked one of the ambulance attendants.

"I dont know his name," said the other, "but his face sure rings a bell."
18
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Individuals' progress stories, using ringingroom
In the last newsletter, I wrote about ringingroom.com and all the ways it can be a really useful teaching tool, if you can be creative
- understand the problem and devise an exercise to solve it!! For this newsletter I asked about what people had been doing in
ringingroom.

'New to Hand Bell Ringing during lockdown' by Brian Penny - Moresby ringer
Last October 2020 I got invited to join Chris de C and Barbara Southwell, another Moresby ringer, to do some hand bell ringing.
Seemed an easy request so I said yes. All went well at first, we did two sessions a week for about an hour. Ian MIlls from
somewhere in London did the teaching on the first session each week and Jane Holland (Egremont) joined us so we could practice
our new learning on in the second session, Barbara and I taking turns to ring.
We were encouraged to ring all the pairs of bells so we did make good progress. We concentrated on bob minor initially, and we
practiced bobs and singles. Most of the time it made sense, I had to concentrate and count hard to keep the correct bell sequence.
We progressed onto Kent treble bob. Initial we only managed 1 lead but after a few weeks we managed to get further. We did this
for about a month and unfortunately during this period Plain Bob minor was forgotten. We went back to bob minor and had to
learn it all again. It did eventually stick but even now I do my own training session once a week to remind me of the method.
Once Wheatley was added to the ringing room the ability to practice on your own helped a lot.
I have rung real handbells once and I did manage to ring all three sets doing the plain bob minor which was enjoyable. Looking
forward to the next time I can ring real hand bells!! As we ring outdoors, we will need the weather to be kind. I found ringing
handbells a little bit easier than ringing tower bells.
Recently we have moved on from plain bob minor, doing Little Bob and St Clements - this has been challenging again, but
enjoyable. Let's hope I do not forget plain bob again!!
Happiness is Bell-shaped!
I can never say just how pleased I really am, to be back in the tower after well over a year since ringing was stopped!! It's great to
meet up again with the ringers and see them face to face, rather than Zoom. I was surprised when I was told about going to ring at
Workington and St Bees every week. I haven't forgotten how to ring although I haven't rang for over a year. When I started going
back to Workington to ring I said it was strange being back in the tower. I personally think that the other ringers will probably have
their own say about being back in the tower.
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Andrew Moncrief

Sadly, not many people wrote anything along these lines, so here's my own contribution!
I was lucky enough to get involved in a group of people who had mostly never met each other before, and we worked
together several nights a week. Initially ringing was pretty poor, as we all got used to listening and counting place, rather
than using ropesight or coursing orders. We started to arrange quarter peals and have had such a lot of fun ringing stuff
with silly names. We called ourselves the Bellerophons and have often managed to be in the top five in What's hot on
Bellboard in the Ringing World, and even when not, often get a mention anyway, because of the quirky names and the
footnote ... and our regular donations!!
My (almost 50) quarters this year, so far, have included these:
Drivel List Treble Place Major
Wellington and Bubble Alliance Major
D H Lawrence Treble Place Major
Cambridge Treble Place Major
Cambridge Treble Place Minor
I Can't Believe It's Not Yorkshire Surprise Major
I Can't Believe It's Not Real Yorkshire Surprise
Major

Lou's Carrot Treble Place Major
Wobbly Bobs Treble Place Major
Amsterdam Surprise Major
Ringing Room Treble Place Major
Zyzzyva Surprise Major
Crick Major
Krappenhofen Treble Place Major
Xenodocheionology Surprise Major

Old Chopper Surprise Major
Ba Humbug! Surprise Major
Purbeck Surprise Major
Quedgeley Surprise Major
Billy Bob Treble Place Major
Southwell Surprise Major
Johannesburg Surprise Major
Percy's Tea Strainer Treble Place Major

As well as all those, I have enjoyed learning to ring handbells. I have rung Plain, Kent, Oxford, St Clements, Woodbine,
Oswald, Little Bob, Cambridge (all minor), as well as a few doubles methods; Stedman Triples, Grandsire Triples, Little Bob
Royal, and no doubt others! In the early days, I had several failed quarters of Bob Minor, though, because I simply cannot
get to grips with all positions after calls when ringing 3-4!!! Moving on, the more 'busy' the method was, the more I success I
had!
I have had more fun and learned so much more than I ever could in real life, that I am almost reluctant to go back to tower
bells!!! Still - we can use ringingroom at any time, and often continue till gone midnight - so I guess after tower practices, it
will be back for ringingroom rather than go to the pub!
Chris de Cordova

Where are the 'ladies of the vale'?
Lichfield Cathedral (the spires)

Answer to ringing colours puzzle
- White, 2nd, Rounds
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What is Churchyard Bob?
- Call changes

Moresby
Moresby also had the pleasure of having the first visiting ringers since pre-covid! The Steele family, from
Frittenden in Kent, had been getting no input from anyone during lockdown. Four were ringing for services
by themselves, but one couldn't handle a bell fully. I had spent a lot of time with them online, coaching
them all at their own level, in ringingroom.com and using Wheatley (initially the command prompt version).
All had made huge progress in method knowledge, counting place and listening. Two of the youngsters came
to Moresby practices as well, for a while.
Meanwhile Helen, who could not ring a bell, was able to hunt after working on counting bell sounds and
getting even striking, and progressed to being able to hear the treble leading and lying and eventually
working its way down to lead, and was able to ring touches of bob doubles!
Their visit was the crowning glory to my work with them,
when they holidayed in Keswick. First they went for a
session with Nick Newby, who got Helen ringing a bell
beautifully, on her own, for the first time ever - I was
shown video of that!!! So I built on that, and got her
ringing her first rounds on her own at Moresby, starting
with 4 bells, and me standing ready to help, and building
up to 6 then 8. That was with no 'stander' - but they had
all had a quick lesson and practice at rescuing a freely
ringing bell and getting it under control. (I think this
should be taught really early, tbh! )
Then some of the ringing, sound-proofing off at
churchwarden's request, to let the people hear the bells
Rebecca, Edward and James Steele, Luise Leech, me,
again, at long last!
Chris de Cordova
Andrew Moncrief, Helen and Richard Steele
(In case anyone was wondering, maximum ventilation, fans and clear covid testing that morning. )
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